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Update Tunings and Documentation Folders (cont'd)

5. Open the Resources folder and overwrite the FactoryTunings folder with the 
recently downloaded version. This will not change any custom tunings you 
have created because those are usually saved in a different location.
IMPORTANT: You will need to be able to have "write" access or 
administrative privileges to your Program Files folders. This may involve 
your IT Manager's assistance if your system files are locked down. 

6. Open Resyn, as usual. The new documentation can be accessed by clicking 
on Product Documentation under the Help tab. The new tunings files are 
accessible when you choose/define that particular loudspeaker in the 
Design tab within Resyn. 

Choose YES and then "Move and Replace" 
and CHECK the box for "Do this for the next 
## conflicts" 

LATEST UPDATE
The latest FactoryTunings update dated (11/1/2016) includes:

R2-52MAX IIR
R6-51MAX IIR
R6-BHMAX IIR
IC6-1062,1082,2082 all patterns IIR and LFIR 
ENT203/206/212 LFIR
R.15Coax LFIR

R.35Coax LFIR
R.35-3896 LFIR
R.5-66MAX LFIR
C4 LFIR
D4 LFIR
C6 LFIR

Note: The LFIR files replace existing UR files which only correct amplitude. LFIR stands for 
"Linear Finite Impulse Response". These new filter types will correct both amplitude and phase 
response for the loudspeakers. LFIR filters, however, will exhibit greater processing delay 
(2-3 ms) than IIR or UR filters. The exact amount of delay will vary slightly for each loudspeaker, 
depending upon the specific amount of correction applied. Mixed use of LFIR filter types with 
IIR or UR filters within a single application is not recommended unless actual measurements 
of LFIR processing delay are obtained and alignment compensation delay (if needed) is applied 
manually to the IIR and/or UR filter loudspeakers.
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